**No Filter:** Returns all results for that parameter. There is no filter in this field. Leave corresponding parameters blank.

**Equal:** Returns results for items equal the value entered. **Does not** accept Wildcard (%).

**Between:** Returns results between the entered first and second values. Must enter values with only a space in between on a single line, value1 value2.

**One Of:** Returns results for all of the values entered. Enter a list of values, one per line. Option: Copy and paste list from another source but format must be one value per line.

**Contains:** Returns all results for items that contain any part of the entered value. For example, partial text, partial index (ABC or 123), etc. **Does not** accept the Wildcard (%).

**Starts With:** Returns results for the partial/beginning values. For example, QF will return all indexes which begin with QF. **Does not** accept the Wildcard (%).

**Ends With:** The opposite of Starts With. Returns results for the partial/ending values. For example, an index ending in 201 will return all indexes which end in 201. **Does not** accept the Wildcard (%).

**Not Begins With:** Returns results for values that do not begin with the entered value. Everything except the entered value.

**Not Equal To:** Returns results for values that are not equal to the entered value. Everything except the entered value.

**Not End With:** Returns results for values that do not end with the entered value. Everything except the entered value.

**Not Contain:** Returns results for values that do not contain the entered value. Everything that does not contain the entered value.